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inform

guide

grow

writing
Spreading and hosting a 
message of hope.

podcasts
Inspiring change-making 
dialogue.

research
Collecting and curating 
our practice.

resources
Creating open access, 
public pedagogy.

human-centered PD
Enabling teachers to 
realize their purpose.

conference
Bringing together a 
network of difference-
makers.

hrp ops
Growing a movement 
toward reimagining 
education.

partnerships
Linking together a 
movement of progressive 
education.



theory of 
change
Human Restoration Project is 
informing, guiding, and growing a 
movement toward a progressive, 
human-centered education system. 

We are bringing together a network of 
radical educators who are transforming 
classrooms across the world.

Grassroots, Systems-Based Thinking
We believe that young people, 
families, educators, administrators, 
and community members must take 
control of their schools to push for 
change. Top-down reforms from 
governmental organizations uphold 
traditional standards and often lead 
to more problems than they attempt 
to solve.

When one system changes, each 
other system changes in-turn. All 
depend on each other. Change 
will only occur when we change 
underlying systems rather than 
attempting to make human-centered 
practice work in inherently inhumane 
paces

A Human-Centered Education
HRP has identified twenty systems, 
summarized within 4 values 
statements, that must be changed for 
a human-centric, equitable system 
that creates a better future for all: 

• Learning is rooted in purpose-
finding and community relevance.

• Social justice is the cornerstone to 
educational success.

• Dehumanizing practices do not 
belong in school.

• Learners are respectful toward each 
other’s human worth.

We provide the platform to inform, 
guide, and grow systemic change 
toward reimagining education.



the 
future 
needs 
you.

Over the last year, we’ve made 
incredible strides as an organization. 
With our first full-time staff, we’ve set 
a foundation for joyful change across 
classrooms everywhere.

No matter where we’re at, the first 
thing we hear is “Wow, where have you 
all been and how can I get involved?” 
Perhaps it’s our midwestern roots, but 
I’ve always been slow to celebrate 
our successes, but the fact is that our 
impressive content and connections 
have made what’s often said as 
impossible - meaningfully reimagining 
education - toward a reality. It’s time to 
shout what we offer from the rooftops.

Just a few years ago the terms 
ungrading, restorative justice, and 
purpose-finding were relatively 

unknown. Recent trends toward a 
human-centered education have been 
nothing short of stunning. Due to our 
work and the overarching movement 
of progressive educators, radical 
systems-change in education is now a 
reality.

HRP is a vision of hope, a place where 
we can come together and recognize 
a better school system is possible. We 
are creating a space of joy and justice 
that allows young people to flourish. 
It isn’t 5, 10, or 100 years away, it’s 
starting right now.

As you’ll see in this overview, our 
impact is only just beginning. Let’s 
restore humanity, together! 
      
         - Chris & Nick



reach
1,394,900 

social media impressions

Data in this report reflects 
January - October 2022

40% 
more followers

54%
more website users

84%
more page views

~500
average resources downloaded / 

month

~4,000
average articles read 

/ month

39%
more podcast listeners

~2,000
average listens per podcast 

release



The Human Restoration Project is exactly what is sounds like - a 
chance to restore humanity to education. I have only recently 
learned about the Human Restoration Project and am interested 
in the micro-credentialing program and ongoing action research. 
I believe progressive education can help us collectively recover 
and heal in post-COVID times.

When I started teaching, I had no idea what I was doing. I was 
frustrated and feeling empty of passion when my focus was 
strictly on content. My passion for education and learning 
was ignited when I was exposed to the resources on the 
Human Restoration Project website. After I began changing my 
pedagogy towards the humans and their needs in my classroom, 
I began having more positive relationships and my practices 
began to improve. I will forever recommend HRP and its 
resources to novice and experienced teachers!

I’ve read a lot of theory about ungrading, but having that theory 
reinforced with structured opportunities for critical reflection 
really modeled its efficacy.

The practices that HRP promote embody universal humanistic 
truths while acknowledging of the uniqueness and complexity 
of every student as an individual.  What is so amazing is that 
everything they offer (research curation, live webinars, expert-
opinion podcasts, meaningful professional development, etc.) is 
FREE.

Since sharing the HRP with members of our staff, we’ve seen an 
increase in interest to explore topics such as ungrading, project-
based learning, and creating equitable learning environments. 
Being a district that serves over 75% Title I eligible learners, 
these topics are incredible important for us to consider, and the 
HRP provides an onramp to consider the implications of the 
choices we make with or for our learners.

what people are saying



writing

inform

new contributors

22 new stories from 16 contributors
(...and a website redesign)

in-depth articles



podcasts

inform

enlightening conversations

23 new conversations with 21 guests

fantastic guests



research

inform

534
entries

47%
articles

30%
studies

23%
books

65%
open access

...and now easily shareable!



releases

guide

Interdisciplinary School Subject
Completed & Releasing in 2023 w/ Holistic Think Tank

100 Seconds to Midnight
October 2022

Ungrading Handbook (Update)
August 2022

Zine (2022)
October 2022

Design for Change!
November 2022

Sharing Power with Students Handbook
December 2022*

*There is potential grant-funding to massively expand on this project which has 
delayed its release. More information to come!



videos
208%
more views

124% 
more watch hours

257%
more impressions

602%
more subscribers2021 to 2022

additional resources will continually release 
on YouTube, TikTok, and Twitch. guide



human-
centered
PD

guide

398
educators involved in PD & 

workshops

22%
walked in understanding the topic 

at hand

98%
felt more confident in their 

understanding

98%
stated that our PD was “great” or 

“excellent”

we’ve reformatted our PD to lead with 
student voice, enabling action toward change



conference 
to restore 
humanity! 
2022

grow

125
attendees

a first of its kind virtual conference
flipped keynotes, extensive Q&A, self-paced learning & made available 

to all following the live event

keynotes by
Dr. Henry Giroux
Dr. Denisha Jones

Harvest Collegiate Circle Keepers

tracks on
Disrupting Linguistic Discrimination

Building Anti-Carceral Practices
Surviving the Bipartisanship of Behaviorism

Childism in Education
Feedback-First: Growth Over Grades

72%
rated our virtual conference better 

than an in-person event



The 2022 Conference to Restore Humanity was engaging, 
inspiring, and empowering. Being able to tune in at my own 
pace and on my own terms was a game-changer for me, and I’d 
like to see similar experiences from ALL conference providers 
going forward.

You know when we talk about how we don’t just want to go back 
to normal after COVID because normal was never good enough? 
The organizers of this conference have completely re-imagined 
what a conference can be. They cut through all the bullshit and 
fluff and kept only the things that feed our need to connect 
and learn with others who are passionate about teaching and 
learning for a better world.

It was efficient, intelligent, thought provoking, timely, and 
thoughtful.

It’s easy to get discouraged with everything that’s happening 
in the world today, particularly in education. The Human 
Restoration Project’s conference is one remedy. I left feeling 
energized, inspired, and most importantly, no longer alone in 
my fight to humanize education. This conference reignited my 
passion and pushed me to rethink some long held biases that 
I didn’t realize I had. I’m eager to put into action many of the 
ideas I had during my week with them. Additionally, the format 
of the conference was incredible. This group is rethinking and 
challenging the status quo at every turn, making for a more 
accessible and inclusive experience for everyone.

As a trans human rights educator this conference was incredibly 
nourishing and eye opening in terms of what it means to work in 
progressive education. From the philosophical to the practical it 
transformed the way I view education, now not only as a tool 
to be prepared for resistance but as a tool of resistance itself.

thoughts from attendees



HRP ops

growwe’re just starting to gather new volunteers 
to assist our programming!



our team

growrecruiting to grow our team is a primary goal 
of 2023!

Nick Covington Chris McNutt Selena Carrión

Naoya Okamoto Dr. Jen Lucas



our board

grow

Julia Fliss Madeline Jester Skylar Primm Sunil Singh

Dr. Traci Nicole Smith John Warner Dr. Yong Zhao



partners

growwe’ve worked with these organizations (and 
more) to further develop HRP across 2022.

we offer graduate 
credit!

our merchandise is 
sustainably sourced 

& union made!



exploring
2023

grow

change is on the horizon, and we’ll pivot to wherever we can 
make the greatest impact. we plan to...

publish a book: (Working Title: Restoring 
Humanity to Education) 

While cynical political and economic interests, what Henry 
Giroux calls the “dead zones of imagination”, have replaced 
real local issues and the positive, productive relationships 

that make our children more humane and empathetic 
with conspiracism, hatred, and fear of the other that are 

the ratings priorities of cable news pundits and talk show 
grifters. This illustrated work presents the collective vision 

of the Human Restoration Project for a dual grassroots 
revolution in progressive education.

create at least three more free resources

We plan on creating more original open access resources 
and partnering with outside organizations to host and 

produce their work. Early interests include handbooks on 
trauma-informed practices, childism, and restorative justice. 

We will update existing resources with a special focus on 
our Path to Purpose Handbook.

host conference to restore humanity! 2023

2023’s theme is centered on actionable hope: creating light 
in spaces of darkness and combating the aching nihilism of 

the teaching profession through joyful struggle.

expand opportunities for PD & graduate credit

We will be creating a free PD series for educators. Our 
goal is to impact as many classrooms as possible through 

additional recognition in implementing systems-based 
change.

build infrastructure for crowdsourcing and 
partnering with HRP

Utilizing tech tools & partners, we are developing an 
ecosystem for educators to collaborate and share human-

centered practices easily through our website.

seek grant funding to express the power of 
youth

We’re seeking grant funding for an initiative to center youth 
voice & activism within the classroom through the arts, 
expressing a need for change in classrooms across the 

world.



financial

Revenue

68%
donation growth

66
new donors

what you’ll see on our form 990:
paid employees: Nick Covington & Chris McNutt

salary: $55,000 / yr + benefits
grant funding: $100,000, with $50,000 (minimum) expected in 2023

our board and volunteers are not compensated

Expenses



thank 
you to 
our 
supporters



help us continue our movement to reimagine 
education.

humanrestorationproject.org/donate

92%
of our funds were used toward expenses in 2022

your donation keeps the project alive!

in other words, every dollar counts!


